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Navicure Announces Advanced Remittance/EOB Capabilities
Dynamic EOB Manager helps physician practices simplify
secondary claims, reporting and payment posting

ATLANTA-January 24, 2005 – Navicure, Inc., a leading provider of Web-based claims
management solutions for physician practices, has announced a new product designed to simplify
secondary claim processing and make it easier to verify, balance and post remittance data. The
Navicure Dynamic EOB (explanation of benefits) Manager also enables practice administrators to
create customized reports based on electronic remittance data provided by Medicaid, Medicare
and many insurance companies. The new product is an enhancement to the company’s Webenabled claims management solution.
Physician practices can use the Navicure Dynamic EOB Manager to effortlessly create “mock”
EOBs without retrieving and copying the paper remittance, manually highlighting the relevant
patient data and crossing out information unrelated to the secondary payer. The Dynamic EOB
Manager reduces these time-consuming steps to a few mouse clicks. It also allows collectors to
view and verify payment information eliminating the lengthy task of searching through filing
cabinets to retrieve paper remittances.
“Navicure’s Dynamic EOB Manager has saved our practice a significant amount of time and
money,” said Andrea Mendoza, assistant director of claims and billing operations for HeartPlace,
a 70-provider cardiology practice in Dallas, Texas that served as a beta test site for the new
product. “It makes it so much easier to submit secondary claims because you don’t need to dig
through a ton of paper EOBs anymore. The reporting capability allows us to look up a check or a
specific EOB quickly. We’re able to keep up for the first time in a long time,” Mendoza
concluded.
“Helping physician practices become more efficient on the payment side of the equation is a
natural extension of our automated claims processing solution,” said Jim Denny, president of
Navicure, Inc. “Our focus is on helping physician practices enhance productivity and boost their
bottom line. For example, making it easier to submit secondary claims means a practice can
afford to submit claims for smaller amounts that they might not have bothered with in the past,”
Denny continued. “Over a period of months, that can add up to a significant amount of money.”
About Navicure
Navicure, Inc. is a leading provider of Web-based claims management solutions designed to help
physician practices enhance cash flow, increase efficiency and reduce costs. For additional
information, visit the company’s Web site at navicure.com.
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